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Abstract- Key management, particularly in a group setting, is the cornerstone for all other security services. As a result of the increased popularity of group-oriented applications and protocols, group communication occurs in lots of different settings: from network multicasting to application layer teleconferencing and video conferencing. Apart from the application environment, security services are required for providing communication privacy and integrity. This fundamentally rules out the traditional key distribution paradigm because it calls for superior trust in the group member who generates and distributes keys. We focus on a group key agreement problem with local connectivity, where a user is only aware of his neighbors while the connectivity graph is arbitrary. There is no central authority to initialize the users. A group key agreement with these features is very appropriate for social networks. We propose two efficient protocols with passive security: Diffie Hellman Key Agreement (DH-KA) protocol and a private coin tossing protocol protected by Diffie Hellman key (XO-KA). Finally, an actively secure protocol is constructed from a passively secure protocol by developing a two-stage protocol.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A key agreement is a method where two or more parties agree on a key such that both influence the result. This method allows two or more parties to share a secret key in a secure way. If this is properly done then it precludes undesired third parties from forcing key selection on the agreeing parties. Several key exchange systems have one party generate the key and merely send that key to the other party. The other party has no influence on that key. By using a key agreement protocol some of the key distribution problems can be avoided which are associated with such type of systems. Protocols in which both the parties manipulate the final derived key is the single way to implement perfect forward secrecy.

Nearly all the protocols assume a complete connectivity graph that is any two users can communicate directly. But, this is not the case, in the real world. For example, in social networks such as Facebook, Skype, Wechat and Google+, a user is simply connected with his friends. When a group of users desire to establish a session key, it is not necessary that any two of them must be friends. But they might still be connected indirectly through a friend network. Certainly, it can be still regarded as directly connected by regarding the intermediate users as routers. Although, this is somewhat different from the direct connection. Firstly, indirectly connected users may not have the public information of each other. Then, indirectly connected users may not know the existence of each other. Again, a message among two indirectly connected users needs a longer time than that between directly connected users.

Thus, a group key agreement with an arbitrary graph leads to a complex key agreement problem where each user is only aware of the neighbors and has no information about the other users as well as the user does not have any information regarding the network topology. In this paper, a group key agreement problem with local connectivity is studied, where a user is only knows his neighbors and the connectivity graph is arbitrary. There is no central authority for initializing the users. A group key agreement with these features is very appropriate for social networks. We propose two efficient protocols with passive security: Diffie Hellman Key Agreement (DH-KA) protocol and a private coin tossing protocol protected by Diffie Hellman key (XO-KA). Finally, an actively secure protocol is proposed.

In this paper we have surveyed on group key agreement having local connectivity. Section 2 of this
paper deals with Literature Survey and Section 3 presents Proposed System. Section 4 concludes this paper.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

A comprehensive literature survey is performed in the support of the group key agreement problem. In literature, several techniques have been presented for allowing two or more parties to securely share a secret key called as session key. In network security field, the group key agreement problem is considered to be the challenging task that tries to address the issue of securely sharing a secret key between two or more parties. The group key agreement with an arbitrary graph is the main difficulty for securely sharing the secret key among multiple parties. Several methods have been proposed to solve the complexity observed in the group key agreement. Group key agreement still remains difficult task.

To send secret messages to any subset of the group members, the ConBE system is used. Group of members negotiate on a common public encryption key. ConBE system leads to a problem of establishing secure broadcast channels and secure numerous emerging distributed computation applications. [2] A fingerprinting system using the group property is used for generating the fingerprints in order to face the collusion attack made by group of users. In the collusion attack that includes several groups, the performance of system decreases. [3]

Broadcast encryption allows user to send a group key to only selected group of users. The security model proposed in [4] uses broadcast encryption for dynamic group key agreement protocols which is secure only against a limited number of users. The slot based multiple group key management scheme considers movement of single and multiple mobile receivers with backward secrecy and employs a rekeying scheme. This scheme updates the group key whenever there is a group membership change. It has the drawback of updating the group key upon member leave. [5]

A security model for a certificateless group key protocol has been presented in and a constant-round group key agreement protocol based on certificateless public key cryptography has been proposed. [6] This model employs a random oracle model and has dependency on long term secrets.

A generic construction idea based on the Chinese Remainder Theorem is used for asymmetric group key agreement. The group key is set up using central authority and there is a dependency between the keys of different users. [7] A conference key distribution scheme has been proposed in [8] which employ key pre-distribution system. This scheme has the drawback of group key updation upon membership leave and group key cannot be changed in case of key leakage. Two key pre-distribution schemes for sensor network with mobile sink are proposed in [9] that can be regarded as non-interactive group key agreement. The group key is fixed and key leakage is not easy to resolve. These schemes cannot handle group size greater than three members.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

There is no universal methodology that can be used for group key agreement. Key establishment protocols have a long history of new protocols improving over past work in various aspects such as efficiency, features or security. However, this history is also paved with numerous flaws in many protocols which got only discovered later. Most of these flaws are due to an ad-hoc security analysis and due to overlooking various attacks. Building the protocol with systematic design and following prudent design and engineering principles can greatly reduce this risk. However, only a sound underlying formal model and rigorous security proofs can give real assurance of security. The majority of works employed in this domain fall under constructing actively secure protocols for group key agreement.

In the proposed system, basically two passively secure protocols have been proposed and then a real transformation of passively secure protocol into actively secure protocol has been done.

The proposed system follows the general three-step framework: preprocessing; construction of passively secure protocols and transformation into actively secure protocol as shown in figure 1. The first step is to notify each party of the key agreement event starting from an initiator. This is the starting assumption and it should be satisfied. The goal is to set up the session information and satisfy the starting assumption. The second step is construction of passively secure protocols. Two passively secure protocols: Diffie Hellman Key Agreement (DH-KA)
protocol and a private coin tossing protocol protected by Diffie Hellman key (XO-KA) have been constructed. The last step is real transformation from a passively secure protocol to an actively secure one. It is done to essentially authenticate each message in passively secure protocol using a signature and make the passively secure protocol actively secure.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we surveyed the group key agreement techniques and studied the group key agreement problem where the user is only aware of the neighbors and the connectivity is graph is arbitrary. In addition, users are initialized completely independent of each other. A group key agreement in this setting is very suitable for applications such as social networks. Three protocols for solving a group key agreement problem have been presented. The proposed system is very suitable for applications such as social networks.
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